Abstract Behavioral evidence suggests that young and older adults show a benefit in source memory accuracy when processing materials in reference to the self. In the young, activity within the medial prefrontal cortex supports this source memory benefit at study. In this investigation, we examined whether the same neural regions support this memory benefit in both age groups. Using fMRI, we scanned participants while they studied and retrieved pictures of objects paired with one of three scenes (source) under self-reference and other-reference conditions. At the time of study, half of the items were presented once and half twice, allowing us to match behavioral performance between the groups. Both groups showed equivalent source accuracy benefits for objects encoded selfreferentially. Activity in the left dorsal medial prefrontal cortex supported subsequent source memory in both age groups for the self-referenced relative to the other-referenced items. At the time of test, source accuracy for both the self-and other-referenced items was supported by a network of regions including the precuneus in both age groups. At both study and test, little in the way of age differences emerged, suggesting that when they are matched on behavioral performance, young and older adults engage similar regions in support of source memory when processing materials in reference to the self; however, when we did not match performance, age differences in functional recruitment were prevalent. These results suggest that by capitalizing on preserved processes (self-referential encoding), older adults can show improvement in memory for source details that they would typically not remember well, relative to the young.
One of the most common complaints of advancing age is difficulty remembering specific details of prior experiences. A large body of evidence has consistently shown that older adults show memory deficits for context (Johnson, Hashtroudi, & Lindsay, 1993; Spencer & Raz, 1995; Yonelinas, 2002) . This deficit can appear as impoverished memory for perceptual details (e.g., the color of a presented item), associative details (e.g., what was this item paired with?), list membership (e.g., did this item appear in list A or B?), among other features (Johnson et al., 1993) . We refer to age-related impairments in remembering specific episodic details as source memory deficits. Interestingly, emerging evidence suggests that under certain circumstances older adults can remember source details as well as the young (May, Rahhal, Berry, & Leighton, 2005; Rahhal, May, & Hasher, 2002) . In one such study, young and older adults listened to true and false trivia statements spoken by either a trustworthy or an untrustworthy person. Results indicated that older participants were as accurate as the young at subsequently identifying the source of the information (i.e., whether a fact was told by the trustworthy or untrustworthy individual) (Rahhal et al., 2002) , suggesting that older adults may show a source memory benefit when attending to social information.
Recent work has examined source memory benefits in both young and older adults from self-referencing-a task that emphasizes attention to social details (Dulas, Newsome, & Duarte, 2011; Hamami, Serbun, & Gutchess, 2011; Serbun, Shih, & Gutchess, 2011) . In some self-reference tasks, participants judge whether adjectives, such as the word "honest," describe the self (Kuiper & Rogers, 1979; Rogers, Kuiper, & Kirker, 1977) , whereas in other such tasks, participants evaluate whether they find stimuli pleasing (e.g., do you like this object?; Gusnard, Akbudak, Shulman, & Raichle, 2001; Raposo, Vicens, Clithero, Dobbins, & Huettel, 2011; see Klein, 2012 , for a description of other self-reference tasks). In each of these tasks, performance is subjective and requires stimulus processing via one's self-schema and personal preferences. Abundant work has shown that processing information in relation to the self leads to better item memory than does processing information relative to "others" (e.g., Albert Einstein, the Danish Queen; Symons & Johnson, 1997) . This memory advantage has been found for both item recognition (Glisky & Marquine, 2009; Gutchess, Kensinger, Yoon, & Schacter, 2007; Mueller, Wonderlich, & Dugan, 1986; Rogers et al., 1977) and source memory for various kinds of details in young and older adults alike (Hamami et al., 2011; Serbun et al., 2011) .
In functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies, processing materials for self-relevance leads to enhanced activity in cortical midline regions in frontal and parietal cortices (Craik et al., 1999; D'Argembeau et al., 2005; D'Argembeau et al., 2010; Gutchess, Kensinger, & Schacter, 2007; Kelley et al., 2002) , including the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC; Gutchess, Kensinger, & Schacter, 2007; Kelley et al., 2002) . In memory studies, activity in these same regions, including the mPFC, supports item memory accuracy for self-referenced materials at both study and test (Fossati et al., 2004; Gutchess, Kensinger, & Schacter, 2010; Macrae, Moran, Heatherton, Banfield, & Kelley, 2004) . Interestingly, Gutchess et al. (2010) reported crossover interactions between young and older adults in several regions supporting item memory including the mPFC. These effects were driven by subsequent memory effects (hits > misses) in the older adults and subsequent forgetting effects (misses > hits) in the young, which the authors interpreted to mean that older adults performed the task in a different manner than the young. The authors of that study did not relate the cortical differences to individual performance, making it unclear whether this pattern reflected compensatory or maladaptive recruitment in the old, although it should be noted that older adults performed worse than the young. Importantly, this previous study was not designed to assess source memory.
Recent work from our lab has shown that dorsal medial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC) activity supports source memory accuracy during study for self-referenced information in young adults . In that study, participants encoded objects presented with scene backgrounds in either a self-reference ("do you like this object paired with this background?") or a perceptual-processing ("is the color of the object similar to that of the background?") condition, and were subsequently tested on their source memory performance for both the study task and the scene. Importantly, self-referencing facilitated both item and source memory, suggesting that the self-referencing benefit extended from item memory to also include source-level contextual details. Furthermore, successful source encoding of self-referenced events for both task and scene sources was supported by dmPFC activity, suggesting a role for this region in the encoding of source details when a selfreferential strategy is employed to encode those details.
In contrast to encoding, few studies have investigated the effects of self-referential processing on retrieval related activity. The studies that have measured test phase activity have reported somewhat inconsistent findings (Fossati et al., 2004; . Whereas Fossati et al. reported that mPFC activity supported successful item recognition for selfreferenced materials, we found no link between mPFC activity and retrieval of self-referenced events. Instead, we reported that activity in the posterior cingulate, another region implicated in self-referential processing (Sajonz et al., 2010) , supported successful source retrieval for self-referenced events. No fMRI studies have assessed the influence of self-referential processing on both source memory encoding and retrieval activity in young and older adults. However, in an event-related potential (ERP) investigation, we found that young and older adults exhibited similar ERPs associated with accurate source retrieval of self-relevant associations . Specifically, both age groups showed source memory benefits and reduced onset latencies in "old-new" ERP effects for items previously encoded in reference to the self relative to a non-self-relevant study task in which participants made judgments about object commonness. It is difficult to determine with ERPs alone, however, whether the young and older adults recruited the same brain areas to support source memory retrieval due to the poor spatial resolution of ERPs. Thus, it is not clear whether the neural regions, like the mPFC and posterior cingulate, found to support self-referential source memory accuracy in the young, also support self-referential source memory in older adults.
An important topic of discussion in the aging and neuroscience literature has been the influence of group differences in performance on functional recruitment (see Duverne, Habibi, & Rugg, 2008; Morcom, Li, & Rugg, 2007, for discussions) . In most fMRI investigations of age-related changes in cognition, age comparisons have contrasted conditions in which behavioral performance was better in young than in older adults. This is problematic, because when activation differences are evident between age groups, this could reflect the effects of age but also could be due to group differences in performance. One approach to obtain matched performance between young and older adults is to present some items once and other items multiple times (Duverne et al., 2008; Wang, Kruggel, & Rugg, 2009) . By having easier (twice-presented) and harder (once-presented) conditions, performance matching could be accomplished by comparing the harder items in the young with the easier items in the older adults. Although not a self-reference investigation, one study adopting this difficulty manipulation showed substantial overlap in the regions supporting source memory accuracy between age groups (Duverne et al., 2008) . In the present study, we examined activity supporting source memory accuracy when performance was matched between age groups, by comparing the items presented once in the young with the items presented twice in the old. We also examined activity when performance was not statistically equivalent.
In this investigation, fMRI scans were collected while young and older adults studied objects superimposed on one of three background scenes (source) under self-reference and other-reference conditions, and then again when participants made source memory decisions at test. We made several predictions in this investigation: First, we predicted that selfreferencing relative to other-referencing would benefit source memory to a similar degree in the young and older adults consistent with previous investigations Glisky & Marquine, 2009; Hamami et al., 2011) . Second, we predicted that both age groups would show source accuracy activity in the hippocampus, lateral prefrontal, and lateral posterior parietal cortices at both study and test for both encoding conditions, consistent with prior investigations showing that these regions support accurate source memory, regardless of stimulus or source type (Dobbins & Wagner, 2005; Eichenbaum, Yonelinas, & Ranganath, 2007; Vilberg & Rugg, 2008) or age , 2012 Morcom et al., 2007; Rajah, Ames, & D'Esposito, 2008) . Third, we predicted that study phase activity in the dmPFC would support source memory accuracy for self-referenced relative to other-referenced events in both age groups when performance was matched; however, when performance differed, we predicted that age differences would appear. Alternatively, dmPFC might not support source memory accuracy in older adults. Although it was not a memory investigation, a recent study by Moran, Jolly, and Mitchell (2012) showed that dmPFC activity is reduced with age during social processing tasks like making moral judgments about the actions of others. It is important to note, however, that the Moran study compared functional recruitment across age groups in tasks in which older adults performed more poorly than the young, a limitation we explicitly addressed here. Finally, it is less clear what brain regions might support source memory accuracy for self-referenced materials at the time of test, given that few studies have investigated test phase activity. On the basis of the extant literature, we tentatively predicted that either dmPFC and/or medial parietal areas would support source retrieval success for self-referenced events for both age groups when behavioral performance was matched.
Method

Participants
Nineteen young (mean age: 22.4 years [SD: 2.6]; range 18-27; nine females, ten males) and 19 older adults (mean age: 64.5 years [SD: 2.8] range 61-70; nine females, ten males) recruited from the Georgia Institute of Technology and surrounding community participated in this experiment. This sample size is equivalent to or greater than in many previous fMRI investigations studying age (Beadle, Yoon, & Gutchess, 2012; Dennis et al., 2008; Duverne et al., 2008; Giovanello, Kensinger, Wong, & Schacter, 2010; Gutchess et al., 2010; Morcom et al., 2007; St Jacques, Rubin, & Cabeza, 2012; Waring, Addis, & Kensinger, 2013) . One additional older adult was recruited but not included in the analyses, due to inability to perform the task. All participants were righthanded, native-English speakers. No participant reported a history of psychiatric or neurological disorders (e.g., stroke, epilepsy, or multiple sclerosis), vascular disease, or psychoactive or vasoactive medication use. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and gave their informed, written consent in accord with the guidelines set by the Institutional Review Board at the Georgia Institute of Technology. Participants were paid $10 per hour or received extra credit for a psychology class for participating.
Neuropsychological testing
All participants were given a battery of standardized neuropsychological tests immediately following the fMRI component of the experiment. Participants who performed more than two standard deviations below the age-appropriate norms on any task were excluded from analyses to ensure that participants were cognitively normal for their age group. These criteria also served to screen out participants showing signs of cognitive compromise. No participants were excluded on the basis of this criterion. Tests included executive function measures, long-term memory, working memory, visuospatial processing, and fluency taken from the Memory Assessment Scale (Williams, 1991) . Measures included the Trail Making Test, parts A and B (Reitan & Wolfson, 1985) , immediate list recall, delayed list recall, list recognition, verbal span, immediate visual recognition, delayed visual recognition, and the Controlled Oral Word Association Test ("FAS"; Benton, Hamsher, & Sivan, 1983) . Group characteristics, including the neuropsychological test scores and demographic information, are shown in Table 1 .
Stimuli
The stimuli consisted of 356 objects and three scene backgrounds. During encoding, 264 objects were presented superimposed on one of three background scenes, the remaining 92 objects were presented as novel items at retrieval. Objects were color images of common objects (e.g., saxophone, dog, and chair) taken from the Hemera Technologies Photo-Objects DVDs. The three background scenes were color images of a mountain, a beach, and a desert landscape obtained from Google. Across participants, objects were counterbalanced so that they appeared as studied and novel items. Objects subtended a maximum vertical and horizontal visual angle of approximately 3.7 deg. Scenes subtended a maximum viewing angle of approximately 14.1 deg.
Procedure
All participants completed the task protocol in one experimental session. Participants were trained on task instructions for the study and test phases of the experiment. Training included 18 practice study trials and 11 practice test trials. During training, participants verbally reported task instructions back to the experimenter to ensure task comprehension and corrective instruction was provided to the participant if necessary. After training, but prior to fMRI scanning, participants studied half of the object-scene pairings for each task (i.e., selfreference, other-reference) outside of the scanner. This was the first presentation of object-background pairs that would be shown a second time in the scanner. In preparation for the MRI scans, participants were given noise-dampening earplugs and headphones, a four-button response pad in their right hand, and were instructed to minimize all movements for the duration of the experiment, especially head movements.
The study phase of the fMRI experiment was conducted over four scanning runs. The participants performed two encoding tasks at study. In the self task, subjects judged whether they found the object-scene pairing pleasant (yes/no). In the other task, participants judged whether the Queen of England, Elizabeth II, would like the object-scene pairing (yes/no). It was important to use a nonfamiliar person as the other referent, because evidence suggests that close-other-referencing, such as referencing via one's best friend or mother, automatically promotes processing via one's self (Aron, Aron, Tudor, & Nelson, 1991) and has further been shown to activate many of the same cortical regions as self-referential processing (Grigg & Grady, 2010a; Lombardo et al., 2010) . Thus, we wanted to avoid contamination of self-referential processing in our comparison condition. We chose Queen Elizabeth II as the other referent because she is someone familiar but not personally known to both young and older adults; we chose not to use other figures, such as American presidents, given the polarizing feelings that many of these individuals induce in some participants. Before participating in the experiment, participants read a brief biography of Elizabeth II to support the participants' ability to perform the other-reference task.
1
For each study phase run, 66 trials were presented (half in each study task) for a total of 264 trials. Half of the items in each task were presented for the first time (e.g., the oncepresented items), the other half were presented for a second time (e.g., the twice-presented items). To minimize taskswitching costs especially for the older adults, trials were presented in short blocks, or "mini-blocks," of 11 trials. Instructions before each mini-block were displayed for 6,000 ms to prepare the participant to perform the designated encoding task. For each study phase trial, participants had 3,750 ms to encode the object-scene pair. Each object-scene pair was presented for 3,500 ms, followed by a 250 ms fixation interval (see Fig. 1 ). For both encoding tasks, the instructions prompted participants to consider both the object and the scene while making the pleasantness judgment (i.e., "would you/the Queen like a saxophone on the beach?"). The task instructions emphasized that there were no correct answers for this phase of the experiment. All yes-no responses were made with the index and middle fingers, respectively, of the right hand. Trials with no responses or more than one response, as well as trials with response times under 200 ms, were excluded from both the behavioral and functional analyses.
Immediately following study, the test phase of the experiment was conducted over four scanning runs. Each test phase run consisted of 66 studied (half from each study task) and 23 unstudied (novel) items. Trials All neuropsychological scores are reported as raw scores. * Significant age difference at a threshold of p < .05.
† Data were available for 18 of the 19 older adult participants.
Elizabeth II became Queen of the United Kingdom (Britain) on February 6, 1952, after the death of her father, George VI. Having reigned for 58 years, she is the third-longest-reigning monarch in British history. She and her husband, Prince Phillip, have eight grandchildren, and four children, including her oldest son and heir apparent, Prince Charles. As a constitutional monarch, she takes only a limited direct part in government. Her duties include appointing a Prime Minister, dissolving Parliament, and bestowing honors, among others.
were presented in a pseudorandom order so that no more than five trials of the same type (self-reference, other-reference, or novel) would appear consecutively. For each trial, participants made an item recognition decision followed by a source judgment (see Fig. 1 ). During the item recognition decision, a single object was displayed for 2,750 ms. Participants judged whether the item was old or new, or whether they did not know ("don't know") by using the index, middle, and pinky fingers of their right hand, respectively (though see the counterbalancing below). While the item was still on screen, the item recognition prompts were replaced with a fixation cross for 100 ms. During the source decision, all three background scenes were displayed along with the object for 2,750 ms, followed by a 150 ms fixation. Participants judged with which background the item was paired (using their index, middle, and ring fingers), or whether they did not know (using their pinky finger). For items judged new, participants were instructed to press "don't know" for the source decision. Overall, retrieval trials lasted a total duration of 5,750 ms. For both test phase decisions, the "don't know" response option was offered in order to reduce potential contamination of guessing, as has been implemented in several similar studies (Duarte, Henson, & Graham, 2008; Duarte, Henson, Knight, Emery, & Graham, 2010; Gottlieb, Uncapher, & Rugg, 2010; Morcom et al., 2007; Smith, Dolan, & Rugg, 2004) . For half of the participants, "don't know" responses were always made with the pinky finger, and for the other half, the index finger, so that not all participants would be making "don't know" responses with their weakest finger. Comparisons between the proportions of "don't know" responses did not differ across the counterbalanced versions, ts < 1, ps > .05. Trials with too few or too many responses (e.g., more or less than two recognition responses), as well as trials with response times under 200 ms, were excluded from both the behavioral and functional analyses. The entire experimental procedure, including practice, encoding outside of the scanner, tasks in the scanner, and debriefing, lasted a total of~2 h.
fMRI acquisition
Structural and functional scans were acquired using a 12-channel parallel imaging head coil on a Siemens Trio 3-T full body scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) at the Center for Advanced Brain Imaging located at Georgia Tech. First, T1-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo scans (MP-RAGE; TE = 4.52 ms, 256 × 256 FOV) were acquired over 160 one-mm-thick sagittal slices in order to obtain highresolution structural images. Functional scans were acquired using a gradient echo pulse sequence (T2*-weighted, TR = 2,000 ms, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 90º, 3-mm in-plane resolution), collected in 37 continuous slices (interslice gap 17.5 %) aligned to the anterior-posterior commissure line covering the entire cerebrum. A total of 150 volumes were collected during each study run and 263 volumes during each test run.
fMRI analysis
The data were analyzed using the Statistical Parametric Mapping software (SPM 8; Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology) in MATLAB R2008a (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA). The first five volumes of each run for each participant were discarded to allow for equilibration effects. The remaining echo-planar image (EPI) volumes were corrected for differences in slice time acquisition using the middle slice of each volume as the reference slice, and then spatially realigned to the first acquired volume. Then, the structural scan of each participant was co-registered to the mean EPI image produced from the realignment step and segmented using the DARTEL toolbox (diffeomorphic anatomical registration through exponentiated Lie algebra) implemented in SPM 8. DARTEL is a high-dimensional warping tool that increases intrasubject registration relative to native SPM 8 registration. DARTEL generates a subject-bysubject "flow field" that allows for both forward and backward (Ashburner, 2007) . Using each participant's flow field, DARTEL generates a study-specific brain template for use in the normalization step. DARTEL achieves better localization of fMRI activity than does the optimized normalization procedure by treating the brain template as a deformable probability density map, comparing the signal intensities of each voxel, for every brain, to the distribution of intensity probabilities for that voxel. The individual realigned and resliced functional scans were then normalized to the study-specific template. The resulting normalized images were then resliced to 3 × 3 × 3 mm resolution and spatially smoothed using an 8-mm full-width-at-half-maximum Gaussian kernel.
Analysis of the functional data for the study and test phases was carried out in two steps. First, neural activity was modeled as a series of 2-s epochs at study and 4-s epochs at test, coinciding with onset of the various event types (i.e., source correct, source incorrect [item-only hits], source "don't know" [item-only hits], item misses, and item "don't know," for each encoding task in both once-[easy] and twice-[hard] presented trials, as well as correct rejections and false alarms at test), convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function. Longer epochs at retrieval were used to capture activity for the longer retrieval phase trials. At test, two retrieval responses (item and source) were collected, but activity was modeled only to the onset of the first decision prompt, given that participants were aware of both response decisions making it difficult to model activity for each retrieval decision separately. A similar procedure has been used in previous studies (Duarte et al., 2008; Dulas & Duarte, 2012) . Time courses were down-sampled to the middle slice to form covariates for the general linear model (GLM). For each participant, six covariates per session representing the residual movement-related artifacts determined by the spatial realignment step were included in the first level to model residual (linear) movement artifacts. Parameter estimates for each voxel for all covariates were obtained by restricted maximum-likelihood (ReML) estimation, using a high-pass temporal filter (cutoff 128 s) to remove low-frequency drifts. Autocorrelations within each session were corrected by applying a first-order autoregressive (AR[1]) model. Over all voxels and scans, the data were scaled to a grand mean of 100 (Friston, Ashburner, Kiebel, Nichols, & Penny, 2007) .
Estimates for the contrasts between parameters for each participant were then submitted to the second stage of analysis. Analyses of variance (ANOVAs) for the study and test phase GLMs allowed us to examine common memory effects across the self and other tasks, those selective to one study task versus the other, and any memory-by-task interactions. The study and test phases were modeled separately. Our contrasts of interest were between the source correct (SC) (trials subsequently associated with the correct response for the scene source decisions) and the no-source (NS) trials (trials not subsequently associated with a correct source judgment) that differed between the items presented once in the young (hard trials) and the items presented twice in the older adults (easy trials). The study phase 2 × 2 model included the factors Task (self, other) and Memory (SC, NS). The NS trials included item-only hits, item misses, and item "don't know" trials. An analogous procedure had been used by Gottlieb, Uncapher, and Rugg (2010) and . As was noted by both Gottlieb et al. and Leshikar and Duarte, collapsing over item-only hits and item misses allowed us to draw conclusions only about source memory effects (and not item memory effects). For the test phase ANOVA model, an additional contrast (correctly rejected new items) was included. Due to insufficient responses (<10 trials), false alarms at retrieval were not included in the ANOVA. Given that we had no a priori predictions about source memory relative to baseline and that we were only interested in activity related to source memory accuracy (SC -NS), we purposefully did not include a "baseline" condition. Since all trials types occurred randomly within a block, as they were based on subject-specific responses, we would argue that this introduced sufficient stochasticity to our fMRI design (Henson, 2007) to allow us to generate stable estimates for our different trial types. Importantly, the inclusion of null-event/fixation trials to introduce jitter and measure interstimulus "baseline" is not necessary in fMRI designs if the contrast of interest is between task conditions that are randomly presented, as in our study (Henson, 2007 ; see also http://imaging.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/ imaging/DesignEfficiency). A total of 38 covariates, modeling the means across tasks for each participant (i.e., subject effects), were also added to each model to remove between-subjects variance of no interest, allowing us to examine populationlevel effects not confounded by outlier data. Statistical parametric maps (SPMs) were created from the t statistics for the various ANOVA effects of interest, using a single pooled error estimate for all contrasts, in which nonsphericity was estimated using ReML as described in Friston et al. (2002) .
At both study and test, the primary contrasts of interest were between the SC and NS trials, allowing us to examine source memory accuracy effects. Inclusive masks were used to determine overlap between regions showing the source accuracy effects associated with each task (e.g., taskdependent effects) and the Task × Source Memory interactions. Inclusive masking was carried out at a threshold of p < .01 for the mask image. Exclusive masking was used to identify regions showing source memory effects common to both encoding tasks, masking out the interactions between tasks and age groups. Exclusive masking was carried out using a liberal uncorrected threshold of p < .05 for the mask. To correct for multiple comparisons, all reported results were 2 A liberal threshold for an exclusive mask is more conservative in excluding regions from the masked SPM. The procedure of exclusively masking main effects by their interaction is formally equivalent to the original definition of a "cognitive conjunction" (Price & Friston, 1997) . thresholded at p < .001 with a spatial extent of 34 continuous voxels. We derived this threshold via Monte Carlo simulations to correct for both Type I and Type II errors (Slotnick, Moo, Segal, & Hart, 2003) . The effective threshold using this approach was equivalent to p < .05, corrected. Because age comparisons were across one versus two presentations (one presentation in young vs. two presentations in old), we performed an additional masking procedure. Specifically, regions showing presentation effects (e.g., one presentation > two presentations or two presentations > one presentation across both tasks and both age groups; see Table 2 ) were exclusively masked out of all analyses to avoid confounding source memory effects with effects related to number of presentations (old/new effects, habituation, priming, repetition suppression, etc.). For all effects, peak voxels surviving the minimum statistical threshold and cluster size are reported in MNI coordinates. Neural activity for these peak maxima was plotted as the difference between the SC and NS trials. Neural activity for these peak voxels reflects the parameter estimates for the convolved regressors and is presented in arbitrary units.
Results
Behavioral results
The proportions of source correct, source incorrect (item-only hits), source "don't know" (item-only hits), item miss, and item "don't know" (DK) responses for the studied items, and the proportions of correct rejections (CRs) and false alarms (FAs) to unstudied items, are show in Table 3 . Two measures of recognition memory were computed (Fig. 2) . First, a corrected measure of item recognition (Pr) was calculated by subtracting the proportion of FAs (e.g., unstudied items given an "old" response at test) from the proportion of item hits (e.g., studied items given an "old" response at test, regardless of source accuracy) (Snodgrass & Corwin, 1988; see Pairwise comparisons showed that item recognition was better for the items presented twice than for those presented once in both age groups [t(37)s > 7.7, p < .001, ds > 2.5], and was better in the young than the older adults [t(37)s > 2.3, ps < .05, ds > 0.8].
Second, to assess source accuracy, we calculated Psr (see Duverne et al., 2008) , where
Psr is an estimate of source recognition that removes the contribution of lucky guesses from the source recognition accuracy. A task (self, other) × Presentation (once-presented, twice-presented) × Age (young, older) ANOVA on the Psr estimates yielded effects of Task [F(1, 36) = 16.9, p < .01, η 2 = .32], Presentation [F(1, 36) = 87.6, p < .001, η 2 = .71], and Age [F(1, 36) = 33.8, p < .01, η 2 = .48], as well as a Presentation × Age interaction [F(1, 36) = 4.5, p = .04, η 2 = .11]. The Task effect was driven by better source memory for the self than for the other task in both age groups [ts(37) > 2.9, ps < .01, ds > 1.0], and the presentation effect resulted from better source memory for items presented twice than for those presented once [ts(37) > 7.4, ps < .01, ds > 2.4]. The age effect was driven by better memory in the young than in the older adults [ts(36) > 3.6, ps < .01, ds > 2.5]. The Presentation × Age interaction was driven by bigger benefit of presentation from Regions are listed from highest to lowest t values. Regions listed without a cluster size are subsumed by the larger cluster listed directly above. Regions listed without an anatomical region are identical to the region listed immediately above them. BA = Brodmann's area 3 As a part of our interrogation of our behavioral data, we examined the signal detection measure of bias (C; Snodgrass & Corwin, 1988) in both age groups. We found that neither age group showed strong influences of bias when making the old-new decisions (YA, -.11; OA, .17; where -1 reflects a perfect bias to call items "old," and 1 reflects a perfect bias to call items "new"). This is comparable to other aging investigations that have reported equivalent or higher estimates of response bias in younger and older adults (Dodson & Schacter, 2002; Morcom, Good, Frackowiak, & Rugg, 2003) .
easy (M = .29) to hard (M = .55) items in the young, relative to these same measures in the older adults (easy, M = .08; hard, M = .25). Given our interest in matching on behavioral performance for the imaging analyses, however, it should be noted that Psr estimates did not reliably differ when comparing the once-presented items (i.e., the hard trials) in the young with the twice-presented items (i.e., the easy trials) in the older adults in either the self-reference or other-reference tasks [ts(36) < 1.2, ps > .25, ds < 0.4].
fMRI results
We will present three types of functional neuroimaging results that focused on the comparison between hard items (one presentation) in the young adults and easy items (two presentations) in the older adults, for which source accuracy did not differ statistically. First, we will separately report the study phase and test phase activity supporting task-invariant source accuracy effects using an exclusive masking procedure (see the Method section), followed by age differences in taskinvariant source accuracy effects. Second, we will report task-selective regions supporting source memory unique to the self-reference and other-reference tasks in both age groups, for the study and test phases separately, and then report age differences in the task-selective effects. Finally, we will report age differences in the taskselective regions supporting source memory for trials in which we found age differences in performancethe one-presentation trials. Effects when behavioral performance was matched
Task-invariant source accuracy effects
Study The first analysis examined regions supporting accurate source memory in a task-invariant manner in both age groups.
To examine these effects, we exclusively masked the source accuracy effects (SC > NS) common to both study tasks and both age groups with the SPMs for the source-accuracy-bytask, the source-accuracy-by-group, and the three-way interaction (see the Method section). We report task-invariant activity in scene-processing regions of the bilateral middle occipital cortices (BA 19/39) ( Table 4A ; Fig. 3A ). Mean parameter estimates (betas) from the peak voxel of the right middle occipital are plotted in Fig. 3B . We then examined regions showing age effects in taskinvariant source accuracy. To conduct this analysis, we inclusively masked age differences in source memory accuracy (e.g., [SC > NS, young] > [SC > NS, older]) with the source memory effects for the relevant group (e.g., SC > NS, young). No regions exhibited greater source accuracy activity for the young than the older adults or for the older adults over the young.
Test Using an identical masking procedure to that of study, we report task-invariant source memory effects in both age groups in several posterior regions including the left precuneus (BA 30) and right retrosplenial cortex (BA 18) (Table 4B ; Fig. 3A) . Task-invariant regions were defined by exclusively masking source accuracy regions (SC > NS) with regions showing Memory × Task, Group × Memory, and three-way interactions. Age effects were defined by inclusively masking age differences in source memory accuracy (e.g., [SC > NS, young] > [SC > NS, older]) with the source memory effects for the relevant group (e.g., SC > NS, young). The right middle occipital cortex region, depicted in bold, is shown in Fig. 3 . Regions are listed for each cluster from highest to the lowest t value. Regions listed without a cluster size are subsumed by the larger cluster listed directly above. Regions listed without an anatomical region are identical to the region listed immediately above. BA = Brodmann's area; SC = source correct; NS = no source
We then examined regions showing age effects in taskinvariant source accuracy. We found no evidence of age effects in cortical regions.
Task-selective source accuracy effects Study
In the second analysis, we examined brain regions that uniquely supported source accuracy for one study task versus the other. To conduct this analysis, we inclusively masked (see the Method section) the interaction in which the source accuracy effect was larger for one condition than for the other (e.g., [SC > NS, self-reference] > [SC > NS, other-reference]) with the source accuracy effect for the relevant condition (e.g., SC > NS, self-reference). No regions survived this contrast. Given our a priori interest in dmPFC, we further analyzed this contrast at a reduced threshold of p < .001, uncorrected, with a minimum cluster size of five contiguous voxels, as has been performed by others (Gutchess et al., 2005; Leclerc & Kensinger, 2010; H. Park & Rugg, 2011) . Self-referenceselective activity was found in two cortical regions-the left dmPFC (x = -15, y = 45, z = 30; BA 32; peak t value = 3.97; cluster size = 19), and the left inferior frontal gyrus (x = -57, y = 30, z = 12; BA 45; peak t value = 3.49; cluster size = 6). Mean beta estimates from the peak voxel of the dmPFC region are plotted in Fig. 4 . No other-reference-selective source accuracy effects were observed at study.
We also examined task-selective source accuracy regions that differed as a function of age. To perform this analysis, we inclusively masked the three-way interaction, showing larger task-selective effects for one age group relative to other (e.g., [task-selective, self-reference] > [task-selective, otherreference], young > older adults], with the relevant condition effect-e.g., SC > NS, self-reference, young). No regions survived this contrast.
Test
No regions showed task-selective effects or age effects at test for either the self-or other-reference task.
Age effects when behavioral performance was not matched
Thus far, functional analyses have been reported for trials for which behavioral source memory accuracy is matched across age groups. Given that most aging studies have reported imaging comparisons in which behavioral differences existed between young and older adults, we analyzed source memory effects for trials on which source accuracy was better in the young than in the older adults. To conduct this analysis, only the data from the once-presented items were analyzed.
Study Many regions showed age effects for task-selective regions. No regions showed greater task-selective effects for the young than for the older adults (Table 5A) ; however, otherreference-selective source effects were larger in the older Fig. 4 Task-selective source memory effect at study. The anatomical overlay and graph depicts the mean parameter estimates (betas) from the peak voxel exhibiting self-reference-selective source memory effects in both young and older adults. Bars represent, from left to right, the difference between the SC and NS trials in the self-reference task and the difference between the SC and NS trials in the other-reference task in the young adults (YA), followed by the same values in the older adults (OA). Bars are plotted in arbitrary units, with the error bars depicting the standard errors of the means. Statistical threshold is p < .001, uncorrected, five contiguous voxels. SC = source correct; NS = no source; dmPFC = dorsal medial prefrontal cortex Trials in this contrast were the once-presented trials for the young and older adults, in which source memory performance was better in the young. The dorsal medial prefrontal cortex (PFC) region, depicted in bold, is shown in Fig. 5 . Regions are listed from highest to lowest t values. Regions listed without a cluster size are subsumed by the larger cluster listed directly above. Regions listed without an anatomic region are identical to the region listed immediately above. BA = Brodmann's area adults than in the young in numerous frontal regions, including the left dmPFC (BA 32), the left middle frontal gyrus (BA 46), and bilateral superior frontal gyrus (BA 10, 11) (Table 5B ; Fig. 5 ). These results indicate numerous agerelated source accuracy differences when source memory performance differs across age.
Test We found no age effects for task-selective regions at test.
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of self-referencing on source memory performance and associated neural activity in young and older adults. We report four primary findings: First, both age groups showed a similar source memory benefit from selfreferencing, consistent with previous behavioral investigations. Second, task-invariant activity supported source memory in both age groups in several regions implicated in scene processing in bilateral occipital cortices. Third, study phase activity in the dmPFC supported source memory accuracy for self-referenced materials similarly in both age groups. Fourth, age differences in task-selective source memory activity in the dorsal and lateral prefrontal cortex were evident when performance differed between groups. Overall, we found little evidence of functional recruitment differences across age, and instead report patterns of relatively similar cortical recruitment when comparing functional activity when both groups were matched for behavioral performance. Only when we examined age differences for trials on which performance differed did we observe extensive differences between the age groups.
Behavioral results
Consistent with previous findings Hamami et al., 2011; Serbun et al., 2011) , we report that young and older adults showed a source memory benefit from self-referencing. A common finding in the aging and memory literature is that aging is associated with deficits in remembering specific contextual details of prior episodes but the majority of these previous studies have not assessed memory for socially relevant information (for a review, see K. J. Mitchell & Johnson, 2009) . Our data, however, are consistent with a growing body of evidence that suggests that older adults show a context memory benefit for materials that are social in nature (May et al., 2005; Rahhal et al., 2002) , suggesting preserved memory for at least certain types of materials/events. Previous investigations have shown source memory benefits for materials processed in reference to the self in older adults Glisky & Marquine, 2009; Hamami et al., 2011) . For example, our previous work has shown a source memory benefit for objects processed self-referentially (e.g., "Do I like this object?") versus a control condition (e.g., "Is this a common object?") in older adults . Thus, processing information for self-relevance appears to be an effective strategy for enhancing memory for context in the young and older adults alike. Interestingly and in contrast to prior neuroimaging studies (Gutchess et al., 2010; Gutchess, Kensinger, Yoon, & Schacter, 2007) , item recognition did not statistically benefit from selfreferencing in either age group. Although this was not predicted, it should be noted that previous behavioral studies have sometimes failed to show a self-reference Fig. 5 Regions showing study phase age differences in task-selective source memory accuracy when behavioral performance was unmatched between age groups. All regions are displayed on a standard surfacerendered brain in Montreal Neurological Institute space. The anatomical overlay and graph depict the mean parameter estimates (betas) from the peak voxel in the left dmPFC exhibiting age effects. The bars in the graph represent, from left to right, the difference between the SC and NS trials in the self-reference task and the difference between the SC and NS trials in the other-reference task in the young adults (YA), followed by the same values in the older adults (OA). Bars are plotted in arbitrary units with the error bars depicting the standard errors of the means. Statistical threshold is p < .001, 34 contiguous voxels, corrected for multiple comparisons. SC = source correct; NS = no source; L. dmPFC = left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex effects in item memory (Exp. 2 of Bower & Gilligan, 1979; Kuiper & Rogers, 1979) , but those studies often involved a highly familiar other, such as one's mother, in the comparison condition. Although the idea is speculative, because participants knew that a source memory test would follow study, they may have focused more on source features than on the item itself, which, in turn, could have resulted in the self-reference effect for source memory but not for item memory. Future work will be necessary to explore this possibility. Evidence suggests that processing information in relation to the self boosts recognition memory relative to non-selfreferential tasks such as semantic encoding in the young (Rogers et al., 1977; Symons & Johnson, 1997) . This selfreference effect is theorized to result from enhanced elaboration and organization of newly learned information when processed for personal meaning (Klein & Kihlstrom, 1986; Rogers et al., 1977) . Older adults show self-reference memory benefits equal to that of the young (Glisky & Marquine, 2009; Rosa & Gutchess, 2011) , which may reflect the relative stability of the self as a mental representation across age (Terracciano, McCrae, & Costa, 2010) . Indeed, older adults may especially benefit from self-referencing given that older participants tend to rely on internally generated thoughts and feelings when making source memory judgments (Comblain, D'Argembeau, Van der Linden, & Aldenhoff, 2004; Hashtroudi, Johnson, & Chrosniak, 1990) . Thus, selfreferential encoding tasks may capitalize on the fact that self-relevant, internally generated information is readily encoded and subsequently retrieved in older adults. In addition, the older adults might have further benefited from our use of an other-referent that was similar in age to them. Prior work has shown that when information is seen as more personally meaningful to older adults, such as encountering someone of a similar age, they are more motivated to process that information deeply (Hess, 2005 ). Yet, it seems that if there were more overlap between self and other for the older adults in our study, due to similar age, older adults would have shown reduced task-specific activity than the young. This was not the case in this study.
Although both age groups showed a self-referencing benefit, young adults still exhibited better memory performance than did the older adults. Our difficulty manipulation, however, resulted in statistically equivalent source memory performance for the items presented once in the young and the items presented twice in the older adults. Critically, this design allowed us to compare functional results across trials from which we could remove the confounding influence of performance differences and more accurately measure age effects in cortical recruitment, while also allowing us to examine functional recruitment when performance differed, consonant with many published aging investigations.
fMRI results 4
Effects when behavioral performance was matched Task-invariant source accuracy effects When behavioral performance was matched between age groups, we identified several areas that supported source memory accuracy across tasks and age groups. Specifically, task-invariant activity was seen in several visual processing areas in bilateral middle occipital cortices. These regions have often been implicated in object and scene perception and memory. For instance, prior investigations have reported occipital activity in support of object-scene memory (Goh et al., 2004; Grill-Spector, Kourtzi, & Kanwisher, 2001; Hayes, Nadel, & Ryan, 2007) . Here we showed that occipital activity supported source memory for the visually complex scenes. We have previously shown that bilateral occipital activity supports accurate subsequent memory of both scene and conceptual source details (i.e., "Did I see this object in the self or control task?") .
Other areas supporting source accuracy included the precuneus and the retrosplenial cortex. Although they were not memory investigations per se, a few studies have identified activity in posterior parietal activity in support of both self-and other-focused processes (Grigg & Grady, 2010b; Heatherton et al., 2006; Lombardo et al., 2010; Ochsner et al., 2004) . These studies suggest that thinking about the self and thinking about others recruit precuneus in conjunction with other cortical midline regions including the vmPFC (Lombardo et al., 2010) . Interestingly, one recent investigation found highly correlated activity between posterior parietal cortex and the vmPFC during both self-and other-reference engagement (Grigg & Grady, 2010b) , offering further support that overlapping regions support thinking about oneself as well as thinking about others.
Interestingly, we found no evidence of source accuracy effects in the hippocampus. Task-and material-invariant activity in the hippocampus has frequently been reported in episodic memory studies (Badre & Wagner, 2007; Eichenbaum et al., 2007; Gottlieb et al., 2010; Uncapher & Rugg, 2009) and is suggested to reflect the binding of information into a retrievable memory trace (for reviews, see 4 It should be noted that at least some of the source-encoding-related activity for items presented twice could reflect memory of the first presentation, which occurred outside of the scanner, rather than encoding per se. As was discussed in the Method section, we addressed this confound by masking out regions sensitive to the number of presentations (e.g., one presentation > two presentations or two presentations > one presentation across both tasks and both age groups) from all of our contrasts of interest. These regions sensitive to presentation number are shown in Table 2 . None of these regions were masked out of our source accuracy contrasts, shedding doubt on the possibility that a substantial amount of the encoding activations reflected memory for prior presentation. Cohen et al., 1999; Eichenbaum, 2000) . Although null findings should be interpreted cautiously, limited but growing evidence in the socio-cognitive literature has suggested reduced hippocampal engagement in memory tasks involving social materials. The strongest evidence to date supporting this notion has come from Todorov and Olson (2008) , who found preserved learning of face-trait associations in an amnesic with hippocampal damage-a surprising finding, given the necessary role of the hippocampus in paired-associate learning (Cohen et al., 1999) . This work suggests that memory for materials social in nature may be hippocampalindependent (see also Grilli & Glisky, 2010) . Future work will be necessary to fully determine the role that the hippocampus plays in episodic memory for socially relevant events.
Relative to prior investigations, few age group differences emerged in the analysis of source memory effects at study or test, suggesting that when matched on behavioral performance, both young and older adults show similar cortical recruitment in the service of memory, but nonetheless some age differences did emerge. Interestingly, many of these regions overrecruited by older adults, like the dmPFC, abutted regions that were commonly recruited by both age groups. We (Dulas & Duarte, 2012) and others (Morcom et al., 2007) have identified a similar pattern during source retrieval and have suggested that it may reflect a decline in neural efficiency in older adults, with enhanced activity in a common network necessary to support equivalent memory performance to that of the young. Reduced efficiency leads older adults to recruit the same regions as the young, but to additionally recruit adjacent cortex in order to meet the task demands. This finding is in accord with other work suggesting reduced neural specialization with age-or dedifferentiation-as has been reported by many (Goh, Suzuki, & Park, 2010; Voss et al., 2008) . The present data lend support to this hypothesis.
Task-selective source accuracy effects We sought to test our prediction that dmPFC would support accurate source memories for self-referenced materials in young and older adults alike, at least when performance was matched. Our results confirmed this prediction. Previous work has shown that medial prefrontal cortex supports memory for a range of socially processed materials (Amodio & Frith, 2006 ). The present finding of self-selective source memory accuracy in dmPFC activity is similar to that described by . In that study of young adults, we observed activity in the left dmPFC predictive of subsequent source accuracy for multiple source features (scene and task) encoded in reference to the self. A similar effect in the dmPFC was observed in this study in both young and older adults. One important difference between the present design and that of our previous study is that the non-self-referential task in our previous experiment (i.e., "Is the object color present in the scene?") was arguably more shallow than our other-referential task (i.e., "Would the Queen like the object-scene pairing?"). Thus, we could not conclusively rule out the possibility that the self-selective source accuracy effects in the dmPFC in our previous study could be explained by depth of encoding rather than by a self-reference effect, per se (though it should be noted that dmPFC activity is not typically associated with depth-of-processing effects; Kausler, 1994) . In this investigation, we are more confident that we controlled for processing depth between the self-reference and the other-reference condition, which allowed us to conclude that dmPFC supported the encoding of self-relevant source details in both age groups. Importantly, across both the present and our previous studies, dmPFC activity supported source accuracy for an event detail (scene) that was not in and of itself self-relevant. In most, if not all, previous self-reference investigations, medial prefrontal activity has supported item memory for explicitly selfrelevant adjectives (Gutchess et al., 2010; Macrae et al., 2004) or for the self-reference encoding task performed (e.g., "Did you encounter this object in the self-reference condition?"; . What our data suggest is that self-referencing is an effective strategy for binding various kinds of episodic details into memory and facilitating successful retrieval of those details. Similar to our previous investigation, test phase activity in dmPFC did not support source accuracy. Finding dmPFC activity only at study may suggest that this region plays a role in establishing the memory representation for item features studied self-referentially, but that at the time of test other cortical regions utilize this representation in service of accurate source memory.
No task-selective source memory effects were observed for the other-referencing condition at study or at test. One reason for this may have been the lower source memory performance for the other-relative to the self-reference task for both age groups. We have previously observed task-selective source memory effects for the non-self-referential task , making it unlikely that performance differences can fully account for the absence of other-reference source effects here. Another reason why we did not observe other-reference memory effect may be due to functional and neural overlap between the two referencing tasks. That is, other-referencing may have relied on many of the same processes and associated regions as self-referencing, such as the vmPFC (see Denny, Kober, Wager, & Ochsner, 2012 , which showed mPFC in both self and other-referencing), but selfreferencing engaged additional regions, most notably the dmPFC in service of memory. Indeed, prior work has established that vmPFC regions are recruited when thinking about close others (J. P. Mitchell, Macrae, & Banaji, 2006; Moran, Lee, & Gabrieli, 2011) . By analogy, we have previously found a similar effect in a paired-associate learning task in which we observed task-selective activity for visual imagery but not for sentence generation (Leshikar, Duarte, & Hertzog, 2012) . In that investigation, we argued that both tasks engaged similar semantic processes recruiting largely overlapping regions, but that visual imagery engaged additional imagistic operations and associated brain regions. As we described earlier, activity in the precuneus, a regions implicated in social cognition, supported source memory accuracy for both self-and other-reference encoding, supporting the hypothesis that both tasks rely on many of the same operations.
Age effects when behavioral performance was unmatched Few regions showed age differences when source accuracy performance did not significantly differ between age groups. When age comparisons were conducted on trials for which performance differed across age (the once-presented items), however, a different pattern emerged, with age effects surfacing in numerous regions. Although no regions showed greater recruitment in the younger adults, older adults exhibited greater other-selective source memory recruitment than the young in several frontal regions, including the dmPFC. Finding greater recruitment in dmPFC stands in contrast to numerous investigations that have reported underrecruitment of dmPFC in older adults (Leclerc & Kensinger, 2008; Moran et al., 2012; J. Park et al., 2012) . It is worth noting, however, that the additional recruitment in dmPFC in our data occurred when behavioral performance was not matched. Yet, it is difficult to tell from these data alone whether this response was adaptive and helped performance in the face of a challenging task, or whether it was maladaptive. Overall, finding age differences only when performance differed may indicate that age-related effects in memory tasks have been overestimated in previous investigations that have allowed performance to vary between groups. In the present study, older adults performed more poorly than the young adults when the task demands were higher. It may be that the age differences for unmatched trials reflect differences in how the older adults encoded materials in the more difficult condition. It seems likely that when age differences occur, they reflect both the biological effects of aging and differences due to performance.
Limitations
One limitation of our present design was our comparison of the items presented once in the young with items presented twice in the older adults. With this design, processing differences could have been related to old-new effects, repetition suppression, priming, and so forth, that could differ across the trial types. Although it is certainly a possibility, we think that this outcome is unlikely to have dramatically affected our results, given our masking procedure to remove the effects of presentation. Indeed, no regions were masked out using the masking procedure, suggesting that our effects of interest were not susceptible to effects of presentation. Another limitation of our design was the use of the "mini-block" design at study. Although the mini-block design is ideal for reducing taskswitching costs, especially in older adults, it is possible that such a design reduced our ability to say with certainty whether task-specific effects occurred on particular trials or during the block in general. Yet, given that our self-referential sourceencoding effects (i.e., in dmPFC) were consistent with those reported in prior investigations, we think that this possible confound did not unduly impact our results.
Conclusion
In this investigation, we found that self-referencing supported source accuracy in both young and older adults, and further, that activity in the dmPFC supported this memory benefit in both age groups. This suggests that the cognitive processes engaged while self-referencing were similar in both young and older adults. Given prior findings of age reductions in memory for episodic details, our data implicate self-referential processing as a beneficial mnemonic strategy that facilitates memory for contextual details in young and older adults alike. Critically, few age differences emerged when performance was statistically equivalent across our groups, but when performance was unmatched, numerous regions showed age effects, suggesting the importance of accounting for age differences in performance in memory investigations. Overall, these data suggest that by utilizing preserved cognitive processes such as self-referential encoding, older adults can show source memory improvements for associations that are not typically well-remembered with advancing age.
